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FOREWORD 

This special CHECO report provides a brief survey of the major 

activities of the COLLEGE EYE Task Force during its deployment to 

Southeast Asia, on 4 April 1965 until 30 June 1968. Special attention 

is given to the development of increased equipment capabilities and 

the evolving m1ssion of the unit, with a summary of initial efforts to 

assess the task force's potential usefulness in Korea. There is also 

a brief survey of the unit's formation, as well as a review of organiza-

tional and command relationships. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The COLLEGE EYE Task Force was brought into being in the spring of 

1965 as a result of more aggressIve f.1IG activity. The potential usefulness 

of an ai~borne early warning and control syst~m (AEW&C) was recognized 

and the task force was deployed to Southeast Asia, with a forward operating 

base at Tan Son Nhut AB, Republic of Vietnam, and the main operating base 

at Tainan AS, Taiwan, 

The unit's primary mis's1on was initlally a MIG warning mission; but 

in mid-1966 it was changed to include a border warning mission as a result 

of a·lleged U,S. violations of the Chlnese Communist Border. Subsequent 

equipment changes were a significant part of the unit's history, in that 

they great ly increased the capab ill ty of the unit to perform its mi ss ion 

effectively. 

The operational activity of the unit centered, for the most part, 

around the stations it flew during its history--orbits over Laos and the 

Gulf of Tonkin, The history of these stations was closely related to 

the task force's increasIng capabilities, (Fig. 1.) 

The TOY status of the unlt throughout its history created some 
1"', 

unique org~nizational and command relationShips, with its attendant advan

tages and difficulties, Because of recurring assiqnments to the parent 

organization (the 552d AEW&C Wing) and to the task force, however, there 

appeared to be greater continuity among task force personnel over the 

three years and four months of its deployment than among some related 
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offices and crrganizations with personnel assigned to Southeast Asia ·on a 
PCS basis. 

The history of the task force was a story of evolution and change, 

giving it an increasingly greater capability to perform its ~ission 

effectively. In view of this increase~ capabi·1ity, -the initial efforts 

in the spring of 1968 to assay t~e usefulness of the task force in Korea 

were of special interest. These efforts.pointed toward the potentially 

great value of the task force and its experiences during the transitional 

stage 1eadin9 to the final development of the Air Force Airborne Warning 
-

and Control System (AWACS). 
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2-Bravo station (orbit originally flown 
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discontinued, Bravo moved closer to old 
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Bravo since 31 Mar 68). 
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CHAPTER I 

ORIGIN OF THE TASK FORCE 

Formation of the Unit 

Originally designated the BIG EYE Task Force (officially changed to 

COLLEGE EYE on 13 March 1967), the organization was brought into being as 

the result of increased t~IG activity in early 1965. With U.S. attacks into 

North Vietnam beginning in February 1965, it became apparent that protection 

from enemy fighters would be needed. Apart from the protection offered by 

use of a MIG Combat Air Patrol (CAP), the advantages of timely warning 
1/ ' 

through extended radar coverage were evident.- These factors were given 

added thrust by evidence of an enemy ground-controlled intercept (GCI) 

capability. The difficulties posed by enemy capabilities were stated in an 
2/ 

analysis of air operations in April 1965:-

"Corrunitment of MIG CAP against enemy aircraft engaged 
in a determined attack against OUT' strike force is 
extremeZy difficuZt. In the Hanoi CompZex~ for 
exampZe~ he has the advantage of GCI,support pZUB the 
element of surprise. Moreover~ he is abZe to initiate 
his attack with an advantageous speed differentiaZ over 
our MIG CAP aircraft that are in orbit .••• " 

Dramatic evidence of the enemy's ability to strike down U.S. aircraft 

was shm'ln on 3 Apr; 1 1965, when two F-105s \'/ere shot down by lUGs as the 

result of a careful plan of attack. 'A description of the enemy attack 
3/ 

follows :-

", •. The attacking fZight of USAF F105s~ Zink FZight~ 
had been in the orbit area three or four minutes and 
compZeted nearly 180 degrees of turn when Zink 03 
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spotted four airaraft making a diving~ high speed pass 
toward the flight. At the time of sighting~ these air
araft Were some 3~000-4~000 feet behind the flight. 
Two were set to attaak Zink 01 (Zink Leader) and Zink 
02 while the other two were positioned to attaak Zink 
03 and Zink 04. Zink 03 made several radio aalls to 
Zink Leader~ telling them they were under attaak and 
to break. Other radio aalls were being made by friendly 
airaraft giving the enemy aircraft positions. Zink 04 
also tried to aontact Zink Leader. Neither Zink Leader' 
nor Zink 02 reaahed in any way to these calls. The 
attacking MIGs closed in at high speed on Zink 01 and 
Zink 02 and aontinued firing until it was obvious that 
both planes were hit. They then stopped firing and 
. con,tinued straight ahead at high speed." 

'm nemnzs' 

The MIG CAP did not respond to these attacks, primarily because of the MIG's 

speed. Debri efi ng i ndi cated that the attacki ng tUGs may have been under 
? 

GCI control. This possibility, in the eyes of Col. Ross Davidson, Task 

Force Commander after 26 September 1967, was an important motivation in the 
4/ 

formation of the task force. He stated:-

"Early in the Vietnam war we experienced difficuUy 
over North Vietnam in that the enemy had a GCI capa
bility and was able to give radar warnings to their 
own aircraft. We did not have' such a capability over 
North Vietnam . . The action that brought aZl of this 
into focus was the loss of two u.s. Air Force aircraft 
over North Vietnam. They were shot down by MIGs that 
came in from the sun through. a haze~ were not sighted 
visually by our fighters~ but were very effectively 
vectored into our fighters by the North Vietnamese 
GCI system. It became apparent to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff that we in turn needed sorne sort of warning 
aapabiZityin those areas beyond that which our own 
ground based radar aouZd provide with their Zimited 
coverage •••. " 

The potential useful~ess of an airborne early warning and control 

system was recognized and the BIG EYE Task Force was deployed by the Joint 
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5/ ~ 
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) on 4 April 1965.- Implicit in the potential useful-

ness of the three EC-121D aircraft, which were first deployed to T~ry Son 

Nhut AB, were several other considerations, The line-of-sight limitation of 

the ground-basea radar rendered it incapable of adequately performing the 

MIG warning function, let alone the border warning function which developed 

later. Although the flanking radar site at Nakhon Phanom in Thailand 

provi ded some coverage, it had a 1 imited potenti al for tracki ng enemy CAP 
6/ 

operations.- Furthermore, the need for flight-following information on 

friendly aircraft on strike missions into North Vietnam became greater as 

the strikes moved farther north. Also, the Air Force was aware of Navy 

effort~ along these lines·, and it moved to develop its own capability. 

The deployment of men and aircraft to Southeast Asia by the task force's 

parent organization, the 552d AEW&C Wing of the Air Defense Command, was 

accomplished without any major problems. A main operating base (MOB), later 

changed to main support base (MSB) for .consistency with Thirteenth Air Force 

terminology, was set up at Tainan AS on the island of·Taiwan, where: it has 

remained throughout the task force's history. The forward operating base 

(FOB) was established ~t Tan Son Nhut AB in South Vietnam and later was 

moved to other locations shown in Figure 1. 

Initially, the task force was under the command of Col. Gus Weiser, 

who remained in this position until his rotation to the United States on 

18 June 1965. By 10 July 1965, the task force was assigned a total of seven 

EC-121D aircraft, 226 men--55 officers and 171 ai.rmen--(See Appendi-x I), and 
7/ 

their equipment.- Although initialiy deployed on a thirty-day basis as 
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something of an experimental effort, the assaying and employment of the 

task forcels capabilities in an expanding war continued on an indefinite 

basis, until they became an essential part of the Air Force effort in South-

east As i a. 

The gener~l division of the task force into a main operating b~se and 

a forwar,d operating base remained the same throughout its history, although 

there has been periodic ~onsideration of the consolidation of the two bases 

in Th~iland. Despite the fact that there was no evidence to show that it 

seriously affected mission effectiveness, a point of change and of some 

difficulty was the relocation of the forward operating base. It was moved 

three times: from Tan Son Nhut AB to Ubon,RTAFB (17-21 February 1967), then 

to Udorn RTAFB (27-28 July 1967), and finaily to Korat RTAFB (1~-17 October 

1967). 

Moves of Forward Operating Base 

The forward operating base of the task force was located at Tan Son 

Nhut AB for a longer period of time (1"3 April 1965 to 21 February 1967) than 

at any other location, Operationally, it probably was the poorest of the 

locations in relation to the developing mission. The orbits flown by BIG 

EYE tended to move north, along with the air war, and this increased the 

amount of time sp~nt in getting to the station. Moreover, the administra

tive and maintenance facilities at Tan Son Nhut AB were very limited, with 

the commander and his st!lff initially working out of a single room (35 1 x 

lSI), and with maintenance often being performed directly at the aircraft 
8/ 

due to a lack of faci1ities.- There was some improvement in this specific 
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situation, but the general condition of limited space and facilities continued 

/ 

-
throughout the stay of the task force, and in some respects worsened,. 

As a result of the increasing pressure of the growing number of men and 

equipment at Tan Son Nhut AB, Seventh Air Force made a concerted effort to 

relocate some 'of the organizations assigned there. On 12 May 1966, 7AF 

asked BIG EYE to prepare a new mission profile for operating from Nha Trang 
9/ 

AB.-

In meeting the criteria established for the profile, it was found,that .-
the aircraft would be able to remain on station over the Gulf of Tonkin only 

one hour and fifty-three, minutes. This factor, and the narrow safety margin, 

which was the result of meeting the new profile, prompted the Task Force' 

Commander to recommend that it was unsafe and operationally not feasible for 
10/ 

BIG EYE to operate' from Nha Trang AB.-

In mid-August 1966, Seventh Air Force again contacted BIG EYE concerning 

the possibility of moving to another location, provided adequate support 

facilities were available. All of the bases now being considered as possible 

new locations for the forward operating base were located in Thailand: Udorn, 
11/ 

Korat, Don ~1uang, and Ubon RTAF bases.-

In early September 1966, Seventh Air Force directed Lt. Col. Waldo W. 

Peck, who became BIG'EYE Commander on 28 July 1966, to make a preliminary 

survey of Korat and Ubon Air Bases .. ' After making this survey, the Commander 

decided that operationally, Ubon would be the better base. It was clear that 

the move from Tan Son Nhut AB to Ubon RTAFB,would greatly reduce nonproductive, 
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en'route time for all missions. In his report to the Deputy Chief of Staff 

(Plans) at 7AF, however, he recommended the move should nBt be undertaken 

before the programmed completion of adequate support facilities on 1 December 
12/ 

1966.-

As a result of the BIG EYE Commander's survey and recommendations, 

Seventh Air Force,in October 1966, asked CINCPACAF to concur in the deploy

ment of the task force to Ubon RTAFB on 1 December 1966, Seventh Air Force 

further requested that CINCPACAF initiate action to obtain in-country clear

ances for the BIG EYE move to Thailand. After these actions, the BIG EYE 

Commander made a staff visit on 22 October 1966, to Ubon RTAFB and br.iefed c ~ 

Col. Robin Olds, Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing (8th TFW) , on -

the proposed move of the BIG EYE Task Force. The 8th TFW Com~ander indicated 

that the ramp space available, and then under construction, would be insuf

ficient to accommodate BIG EYE aircraft, Other BIG EYE requirements could 

apparently be met by various compromise measures. The 8th TFW was to make 

a detailed progress report on the task force's requir~ments by 10 November 
13/ 

1966.-

After his trip to Ubon, the BIG EYE Commander briefed the 7AF Deputy 

Chief of Staff for Operations and the Deputy Chief of S~aff for Plans on the 

results of the staff visit. They felt that despite 8th TFW reservations, 

ramp space would be.av~ilable for accommodation of the BIG EYE aircraft. 
, 

During the second week of November 1966, BIG EYE personnel became appreBen-

sive about meeting the 1 December date, largely because of reports that 

Ubon RTAFB ramp space was saturated and that in-country clearances for the 
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move into Thailand had not been completed. On 15 November, the BIG EYE 

Commander advised 7AF of reports of saturated ramp space at Ubon RTAFB, and 
14/ 

of failure to receive a status report from the 8th TFW--. 

On 21 November 1966, 7AF received a status report on the 8th TFW's 

ability to accommodate the task force. Although the status report was general

ly positive, it suggested that the relocation take place on 1 January 1967, 

because ~f inadequate ramp space. Seventh Air Force, in turn, requested the 

task force to cancel all actions for airlift and PACAF to defer the move 

until 1 January 1967. Subsequently, various pressures moved 7AF to request 

PACAF to change the relocation date of BIG EYE to 20 December 1966. On 13 

DeCeiliuei I!lOO, Sevelitfi Air r-orce-directed BIG EYE to initiate airlift require-

ments, but, on 16 December 1966, the airlift request was cancelled because 
, 15/ 

the in-country clearance for Thailand had not been received.--

Prospects for the relocation brightened considerably in early 1967, and 

by 8 January, the task force recei ved a message from PACAF citing a'pproval 

of the move to Ubon RTAFB by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, dependent upon final 

approval by the government of Thailand. A message received by the task force 

from CINCPACAF on 2 February 1967, approved 18 February as the relocation 

date. On 15 February, the task force deployed' an advance party to Ubon RTAFB, 
- . 

and the bulk of the move was carried out\during 17-21 February. The last 
. 16/ 

man cleared remain; ng accounts and departed on 25 February 1967 .--

The move itself was anticlimactic in view of the apparent difficulty 

involved in establishing the relocation date, receiving appropriate command 
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approval for the move, and obtaining in-country clearances from the Thailand 

government.- The relocation was carried out without any major problems and 
17/ 

the orbit in the Gulf of Tonkin was flown without interruption.--

Once the forward operating base of the tas~ force was located in Thai

land, subsequent moves were carried out with fewer complications. The task 

force resisted th~ move to Udorn RTAFB,· because they knew that Korat RTAFB 

had been established as the base for the 553d Retonnaissance Wing, and that 

~,l 

eventually all EC-121s would consolidate there. Space had been made avail- ;;;1 

able at Udorn by the return to CONUS of the F-104 unit that, had been providing 

escort in the Gulf of Tonkin. COLLEGE EYE moved into this space knowing that 

a move to Korat was imminent. In turn, their space at Ubon was programmed 
18/ 

for the arrival of an'F-4 fighter squadron from CONUS.--

The support faci 1 i ti es were generally poor at Udorn, .but there was the 
l 

advantage of less time en route to the Laos station (the gain in time for the 

Gulf of Tonkin stations was negligible), and the move was completed with a 

minimum of difficulty. On 22 July 1967, an advance party arrived at Udorn 

RTAFB to make arrangements for the relocation. Two mission aircraft were 

" \ , 

" ( . , 

- , , ! 

1 
" , 

launched at Ubon RTAFB' on 27 July, and were recovered at Udorn RTAFB on the ;'l 

same day. On 28 July, the remaining aircraft completed the same action and 

the move was finished. A distinguishing factor in this move was the use of 
19/ 

a 13-truck convoy to move administrative furniture and support equipment.--

Shortly after the move to Udorn, arrangements were begun for the move 

to Korat RTAFB. This was the last move made by the task force and was the 
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site of their forward operating base until after 30 June 1968. On 5 September 

1967, a staff visit was made to Korat to coordinate plans for the re16cation. 

Directed by PACAF and Thirteenth Air Force, the move was carried out on 

16-17 October 1967, without any standdown or loss of scheduled missions. 

There were few additional operational advantages in being located at Korat, 

except in comparison with th~ Tan Son Nhut AB location, which had a low 

ratio Qf time-on-station to total mission time. However, the base support 

received by the task force at Korat '.'/as superior in every respect to the 

support received at previous locations. This was an important contribution to 
20/ 

mission accomplishment.--

In surveying these moves, it is clear that they did not affect'the 

mission in any significant way. In fact, it was a point of pride for, the 

task force that they did not standdown from their missions, but carried them 

out successfully and without interruption. An appreciation of the scope of 

the effort involved in these moves can be gained from the mobility plan used 

for one of the moves. The organization and execution of the moves at the 

unit level were carried out with relative ease and a minimum of complication. 

This fact was facilitated by the stable location of the main operating base 

at Tainan AS (later Tainan AB). The difficulties associated with the moves 
21/ 

appreared to be problems of coordination and decision.--
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CHAPTER II 

tlISSION 

~.. . . 

Although the predep10yment concept of the task force's role was a 

broad one, viewinq the EC-121D as an airborne extension of the Tactical Air 

Control System with functions as a communications center, communications 
1/ 

relay, and as an extension of the MIG CAP interceptor and fiqhter contro1,-

actual employment of the BIG EYE aircraft developed in a more limited 

fashion. Furthermore, the transition from the air defense mission· performed 

on the West Coast of the United States to the largely tactical role envisioned 

above required some adaptation. In contrast to the air defense environment 

of the United States, the tactical air control system in Southeast Asia was 
2/ 

almost entirely manual in an offensive environment.- Althouqh the task 

force personnel from the 552d AEW&C Wing were perhaps better equipped than 

many ADC personnel to make the transition to the Southeast Asian tactically 
.'" 

oriented environment, by virtue of their previous experience with a manual 

control capability, it was nevertheless a question of adaptation, some 

experimentation, and equipment modifications to provide increased capability. 

The equipment modifications were designed, in part, to meet ad hoc require

ments, the most important of these modifications taking place since mid-1967. 

Initially, the mission of the task force was built around the capability 

of the EC-121D to provide MIG warning information. The success of this 

effort was qual ifi ed by the ~ imitati ons of e 1 ectroni c· equi pment, that was 

designed for use in defense of CONUS against the threat of subsonic bombers. 
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In spite of these limitations, there was no question about the use

fulness ~f the task force's aircraft in serving as an extension of the land

based radar coverage available. From the beginning of the task force's 

employment in Southeast Asia, this extension of radar coverage, and the 

flexibility inherent in the airborne platform, was a key capability on the 

part of the task force. 

Throughout its history, the task force flew an orbit over the Gulf of 

Tonkin to give the Air Force a MIG warning and flight-following capability 

for friendly aircraft. Because of differing~tactica1 requi~ements and 

changes in equipment capabilities, the location, altitude, and number of 

orbits flown have changed. An orbit was flown over Laos, beginning in 

May 1967, with the addition of a significant task to the unit's mission, 

the provision of border warnings to friendly aircraft in danger of straying 

over the border of Communist China. (See Chapter IV.) t1ission planning.· 

for the task force since that time has been based on a capability for fly-
3/ 

ing three stations, two over the Gulf of Tonkin and one over Laos.- Since 
~ 

late December 1967, only two stations have been flown on a regular basis, 

one over the Gulf of Tonkin and the other over Laos. 

Original Equipment 

The equipment on the. original EC-121D aircraft to arrive in Southeast 

Asia i~cluded the two major pieces of radar gear which were still instaJ1~d 

on the airframes on 30 ~une 1968. These were the AN/APS-95 Search Radar 

and the AN/APS-45 Height Finding Radar. The APS-95 was a.high power, long

range search radar which had a theoretical range of 250 nautical miles, but 
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its reliable ranae was approximately 160 to 180 nautical miles. This radar 

was designed to operate over water, and therefore its usefulness over land 

was negligible, because mountains, weather, and other phenomena seriously 

degraded the radar picture. The APS-45 was used to obtain the altitude of 

detected targets and had a theoretical rang~ of 120 nautical miles. A 

more detailed survey of the use and limitations of this equipment was 

given in the IIPACAF Tactics and Techniques Bulletin ll
, Number 35 (8 February 

if 
1966) . 

The next most important piece of equipment aboard the original EC-121D 

was probably the AN/APX-49 Recognition Set. This Identification Friend or 

Foe/Selective Identification Feature (IFF/SIF), Interroqator system was 

credited with a maximum theoretical range of 288 nautical miles and a 

reliable range of 180-200 nautical miles. The reliable range was further 

reduced when the decode feature was used. The time-consuming manual opera

tion put severe limitations on its usefulness and on the original EC-121D's 
5/ 

capability.~ Although still aboard the aircraft, its capability has been 

far surpassed by theAN/GPA-122, an IFF/SIF automatic decode device, which 

gave the weapons controller the capability to decode six tracks and to 

selectively stretch one return for identification purposes. By 15 June 

1968, sufficient GPA-122 equipment was available to equip each mission 
6/ 

aircraft.-

There was no clear measure of the effectiveness of the o~iginal 
, 

equipment discussed here (See Appendix II and Fig. 3.) and there was no 

study of the mission effectiveness of the task'force available for their 
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activities before July 1967. However, with the passage of time it became 

clear that equipment modification would significantly improve EC-121D 

capabilities. Before these modifications were made, BIG EYE capabilities 

were tried out in a variety of situations. 

Mission Development 
7/ 

The task force stated its mission in its first historical report:-
~ 

"Provide an Airborne Radar Platform (ARP) emp loying 
standard configured EC-121D aircraft plus VHF (com
munications) capability to extend early warning
ground-based radar coverage and continual air defense 
fighter CAP during strike missions in Vietnam and ad
jacent areas. Provide airborne operations center 
(AOC) support where required and augment search and 
rescue operations when directed. . Perform other 
specialized tasks as directed by the theater com
mander." 

The part of this mission which dealt with the capacity of the EC-121D to 

serve in airborne operations center support was never thoroughly tested. 

Tests of the aircraft as an airborne command post in June 1965 were incon

clusive. This was due to several factors, including the lack of adequate 
8/ 

communications equipmenf.- This aspect of the task force's mission was not 

further developed, in part because of equipment limitations, and also be

cause of its employment in other roles with clearer effectiveness. 

The air defense aspect of the task force's mission has been a continuing 

.\ one, and was perhaps the chief motivating factor in the formation of the task 

force. After deployment of the task force to Southeast Asia, a concept of 

operations was devised and implemented which provided for control of a MIG 
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CAP by the EC-121D. The Air Defense Heapons Staff Officer (Directorate of 
o 

Operations, Plans and Requirements Division) of Hq 2d Air Division described 
' 9/ 

the concept on 1 July 1965:-

" ... the concept of operations basicaUy provided for 
sufficient escort for the EC-121D to safely position 
it far enough north to provide surveillance of the 
Hanoi area and limited MIGCAP/screen control capabil
ity in addition to control of its own escort. Fighters 
were tasked for MIGCAP/screen operations during this 
pepiod and were positioned generally in two east-west 
screening po~itions~ a forward screen just south of 
the 20th parallel~ a screen midWay between the forward 
screen and the target~ plus a MIGCAP in the immediate 
vicinity of the target strike force to provide visual 
and immediate responAe to end running tactics of a back 
door threat. The EC-121 was able to provide close 
control for the forward MIG screen and the center screen 
should the forward screen become engaged .•.. " 

During the time this tactic was employed, there was relatively little 

MIG acti vi ty. The reason for this was not clear and it appeared to be a 
J 

matter of speculation. Consequently the aircraft configured for air defense 

were reallocated to strike roles and,without interceptors under its control, 
lQJ 

the function of the EC-121D was reduced to that of a t1IG warning platform. 

Later, in the fall of 1967, and lasting until the bombing restrictions issued 

by President Lyndon B. Johnson on 31 March 1968, fighter aircraft were once 

again placed directiy under the EC-121D's control. The tactic this time 

achieved a more measurable degree of success. 

An example of the success achieved ~ith the close control of an offensive 

MIG CAP occurred during February 1968. On 6 February 1968, two F-4C air

craft (Buick 2 and Buitk 4) from Ubon RTAFB jointly shot down a MIG-21. 
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Captain Edney, a Weapons Controller on the Ethan Charlie flight, was 

credited with an assist in destroying the enemy aircraft. A letter sent to 
11/ 

the task force by the 8th Tact,ca1 Fighter Wing on 19 February stated:-

"On 6 Feb 68 J an 8th TAC FTR WG aiT'cT'ew shot down a 
NOT'th Vietnamese MIG 21. PT'ioT' to the engagementJ 
the CAP f~ight T'eceived seveT'a~ ca~~s 'fT'om ETHAN 
aiT'cT'aftJ giving magnetic headings and distances to 
the MIG f~ight. The ca~~s WeT'e accurate and timeZy. 
AfteT' turning into the MIG'sJ theyweT'e acquiT'ed and 
one was destT'oyed. The success of OUT' CAP missions is 
ZaT'geZy dependent upon the infoT'mation T'eceived fT'om 
waT'ning agenciesJ theT'efoT'e J we shaT'e the cT'edit foT' 
success with yOUT' peT'sonne~.· The 8th Wing Wo~f Pack 
extends theiT' appT'eciation to the COLLEGE EYE Task 
FOT'ce fOT',wOT'k weZ~ done." 

Six days later, a Weapons Controller on the Ethan Bravo flight, Captain 

Starbranch, provided information on MIGs to F-4s (Buick Lead and Buick 3) 

from the 8th TFW, resulting in a MIG kill and a probable MIG kill. Using 

this information, each aircraft closed within three miles, made a positive 

identification, and fired its weapons. Both MIGs went into uncontrolled 

spins, smoking heavily. In debriefings, the fighter pilots gave high praise 
J1j 

to the COLLEGE EYE controllers for the servi ce they provi ded. Later the 

same month, the prototype aircraft, RIVET TOP used the same close control 
13/ 

procedures to provide direct assistance in the downing of two more r~IGs.-

Apart from these specific successes, there was an overall increase in 
,\ 

activity for the task force before the bombing limitations of 31 March 1968. 

The amount of traffic handled preceding these limitations was described by a 
14/ 

COLLEGE EYE staff officer:-
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" ... In a standard Alpha day strike package which was 
known prior to the strike limitations~ we often had 
eighty or ninety aircraft in basic elements. One 
strike~ either the morning or afternoon strike~1 was 
usually made up of tWG waves of aircraft. The first 

. Wave would contain foU!' flights of strike aircraft~ 
F-l05s~ led by two Iron Hand aircraft for flak or 
SAM suppression ... and escorted by a MIG CAP ofF-4s. 
This F-4 escort is considered a defensive cap and 
would be employed only against an actual thr~at to 
the strike force ... The second wave of aircraft would 
be basically the same~ again having Iron Hand strike~ 
and a defensive MIG CAP. Usually there was only one 
flight in the offensive MIG CAP and they would come 
in with the first wave. As you review this makeup of 
a strike force you see that you have basically seven 
groups of aircraft--Iron Hand~ strike~ CAP (in the 
first wave~ again in the second wave)~ plus a flight 
or two flights of offensive MIG CAP. Each flight is 
compolsed of four aircraft and with a specific cal l
sign. This would make about seventeen or eighteen 
flights of foul' with seventeen or eighteen different 
call signs and Mode 2 SIF squawks. All of these air
craft might occupy as Smu.i~ u.n WI~Q; as fifteen miles 
of airspace." I 

For the task force, this was the period of time 'in which they felt 

they achieved a fuller'measure of mission effectiveness than in some earlier 
151 

periods of their history.- Apart from the "hunter-killer role of offensive 
. liI 

MIG-CAP close control" which they filled, there was the increased capa-

bility provided by the Enemy IFF Interrogator (QRC-248), installed in the I 

summer of'1967, and later, the IFFISIF Interrogator (AN/GPA-122) , which was 

installed on all mission aircraft by 15 June 1968. These factors, in part, 

led the task force to propose the reestablishment of an offensive MIG CAP G 

for COLLEGE EYE control in the spring of 1968. A wrap-up message to 
, 171 

Seventh Air Force summarize~ the proposal:-
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. " ... MIG activity inc~eased du~ing last half of the 
month~ and the patte~ of southe~ly ~anging MIGs 
p~ompted CETF to p~opose establishment of a MIG-CAP 
fo~ offensive employment by COLLEGE EYE. Latest 
wOl~d was acknowledgment by Col Stewa~t~· stating 
p~oposal unde~ study. Excellent info~ation has been 
avaiZableto CETF cont~olle~s f~om both video and 
Rivet Gym so~ce. Most hostiles have not posed 
immediate th~eat to f~iendlies~ and wa~ni~s have been 
held to a minimum consistent with ?AF policy to 
p~event needless comp~omise of new capability aboa~d 
CETF ai~c~aft." 

In addition to these activities the task force was also called upon to 

fulfill special warning functions 'as directed by Headquarters 2d Air Division 

and later, Hq 7AF. For example, in October 1965, concern over an IL~28 

(Beagle) low level threat to Da Nang caused 2d Air Division to direct the 

. task force to fly surveillance missions. This action was taken largely be

cause the DOrig Ha radar site was not yet operational and could not provide 
18/ 

the necessary coverage.- Simi lar missi ons, usually to provide coverage 

not available from ground radar sites, were flown in anticipation of low alti-
. 19/ 

tude bomber attacks during 6-8 December 1967 and in February 1968.-

Another occasion, which pointed out the special requirements to which 

the task force became subject, included special missions flown in support of 

the Tan Son Nhut AB radar. The radar had gone off the air because of wind 

damage, and the task'force flew support missions during 29 July - 1 August 

1965. After this incident and similar requirements, the capa~ility of BIG 

EYE aircraft to back up ground radar facilities was considered and subsequent-
. . '. W 

ly included in the concept of operations for employment of these aircraft. 

The task force remained a flexible warning resource throughout its history, 
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including such truce periods as the December 1966 Christmas holiday, the 
21/ 

1 January 1967, and Lunar New Year (4-8 February 1967),- when it continued 

to fly its regular missions. 

QRC-348: Increase Mission Effectiveness 

The equ'ipment change on the EC-121D, which had the greatest impact on ~I 

mission effectiveness, was installation of the Enemy IFF Interrogator System 

(QRC-248). This system provided two of the most basic items of information 

necessary for command and control capability, the detection and positioning 

of enemy aircraft. The testing and installation of the system illustrated 

, ; 

the procedures undertaken in a major modification of the task force's equip- ~l 

ment capabil i ty. 

On 21 November. 1966, the task force received a message from the 552d 

AEW&C Wing stating that an EC-121D aircraft, temporarily configured with 

special test instrumentation, would be sent to the task force for feasibility 

testing. This testing in a prototyped EC-121D, took place under the code 

name QUICK LOOK, during a series of 12 missions flown from 15 December 1966 

to 14 January 1967. The primary piece of equipment being tested during this 
22/ 

flight series was the QRC-248.-

Although the QRC-248 modification was the subject of SEAOR-44, a SEAOR 

submitted by 7AF, which dated back to at least 31 March 1966, had already 

brought it to a fully engineered test-flown status. This wa~ under the Quick 

Reactid~ Capability (QRC) concept as a result of the Cuban crisis under a 

NORAD requirement. This meant that a considerable amount of lead time had 
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been absorbed, before it was requested for the task force by the Commander

in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC). The success of the 'tests, according to the 

report submitted by the QUICK LOOK test team, showed that full implementa

tion and use of the QRC-248 wo~ld allow BIG EYE aircraft to electronically 

interrogate and display signals emanating from the SRO-2 enemy IFF, thereby 
. 23/ 

providing positive identification of enemy aircraft equipped with the SRO=2. 

After this successful testing, the task force staff recommended instal

lation of t~e QRC-248 on task force aircraft. Subsequently, a requirement was 

given to the Weanons System Support Hanager at Sacramento Air t1ateriel Area 

(Sr1AMA)-, Mc'Clellan AFB, California, to provide group "A" modifications of the 

'task force fleet, s~ that it could accept the QRC-248. At the same time, the 

Rome Air Development Center (RADC), a sub-command of AFSC, began building 

the components. The system reached a mission-ready state in May 1967, and 

was actively employed under the discrete interrogation criteria approved by 

the National Security Agency (NSA) and JCS on 21 July 1967. The system not 

only provided a great operational breakthrough, but was an extremely reliable 
24/ 

unit, with a low meantime between failures (MTBF).--

- The first flight to actively employ the QRC-248 was the Ethan Bravo 

flight on 21 July 1967 over the Gulf of Tonkin. After the arrival of addition

al equipme,nt, a two-station posture was assumed on 3 September 1967, when 

the Ethan Br.avo flight and the Ethan Charlie flight (over Laos) were con

figured in the active mode. On 20 September 1967, the Ethan Alpha flight 

over the Gulf of Tonkin also,gained the capability, but it was not used except 
25/ 

for periods when the Ethan Bravo flight was not on station.--
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The QRC-248 was oriqinally viewed as an augmentation of the search 

radar system, the AN/APS-9S. However, its ability to effectively detect 

enemy aircraft was perhaps even greater than anticipated, The task force 
26/ 

commander after 26 September 1967 stated:--

"With the advent of the QRC-248 we were ab~e to deteot 
airoraft whioh we had not previous~y seen. It was 
somewhat frightening for U8 to reaLize that in the 
past there had been many airoraft that we had not 
8een~ ••• In faot it so fa!' inoreased the abi~ity of 
COLLEGE EYE to detect enemy airoraft~ that we ~ter 
reoommended to ?th Ail" Foroe~ and reoeived approva~~ 
to disoontinue the ~ow altitude !'ada!' platform in 
favor of two~ and later three J · 80rtie8~ making almost 
exolusive use of the enemy IFF r.the QRC-248) •••• " 

The acquisition of this capability coincided with the period of increased 

activity for the task force which began in late 1967, and lasted until 

initi ati on of the bombing 1 imi tati ons on 31 t·1arch 1968. 

SEAOR-62 

Efforts to improve the overall capabilities of the task force under the 

SEAOR system date from as early as 11 May 1966" when a message to 7AF from 

the Office of the Chief of Staff requested: 1I ••• reevaluate the requirement 

for radar performance capability in BIG EYE aircraft. Contingent on findings, 

request (the) requirement be documented lAW SEAOR procedures provided require~ 
27/ 

ment warrants attendant priority handling. lI
-- A review of BIG EYE require-

ments in a larger sense was subsequently presented in the IIBest Technical 

Estimate (BTE) for t10dification of Electronic Devices in Contl'ol and Radar 

Equipment (MEDICARE) of' BIG EYE Aircraft ll
, am 6 June 1966. After this 

. 
. estimate, and subsequent to various discussions on how best to handle 
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modifications to the equipment of the task force, Southeast Asia Operational 

R~~uirement-62-FY-67 QOR (BIG EY~ Modification) was submitted on 22 November 

1966, 

After the issuance of the SEAOR-62, CINCPACAF concurred and validated the 
28/ 

SEAOR with thes~ comments:--

"BIG EYE as.an element of Combat Lightning providing 
data to the TACC (North Sector), should receive, 
all requested modifications at earliest possible date. 
Accordingly as equipment becomes available, it should 
be installed as rapidly as possible, rather than delay 
its incorporation until a more extensive modification 
program can be estabUshed." 

Complications in fulfilling this directive resulted from_the problem of 

working out the relationship between all SEAORs related to the task force, 

leading to their possible consolidation, and the question of possible incon

sistency in the operational concept prqposed for the task force aircraft. 

The SEAORs involved in February 1967 were: SEAOR-62-FY-67, modifications 

which involved improving the height finding radar, installation of secure 
~ . 

communications, improved air conditioning, an enemy IFF readout capability, 

" improved navigation, digital processing, and improvements to the air-to

ground surveillance radar. SEAOR-44-FY-66 was for installation of an enemy 

IFF/SIF readout capability in task force aircraft. SEAOR-53-FY-66, Tactical 

Airborne Fusion System, would install a complex of equipment for gathering 

ELINT information into the task force aircraft for consolidation to TACC via 
29/ 

secure methods.-- (Subsequently, SEAOR-53 was pursued as a separate develop-

ment not necessarily related to task force capabilities.) 
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SEAOR-62 stated: II Survei 11 ance data wi 11 be fed di rectly to the 

Tactical Air Control Center (North Sector), TACC (NS).II The 

implementation of this phase of SEAOR-62 carried with it the distinct 

possibility of limiting the autonomous capability of the EC-121D. A Best 

Preliminary Estimate (BPE) prepared in January 1967 spelled out the options 
31/ 

'which seemed available under existing conditions:-

"This BPE is in response to SEAOR-62 and is the 
result of a joint effort between ASD/SEG~ AFLC 
(S~)~ and ADC. The originaZ intent was "to 
aonsider aZZ outstanding SEAORs against the BIG 
EYE airaraft and aome up with one aompZete modi~ 
fiaation plan. This has been impraatiaaZ for a 
number of reasons. Laak of a aompZete operationaZ 
~onaept defining the reZationship'of SEAOR-61 and 
-62 has foraed us to make assumptions as to the 
aommand and aontroZ aapabiZity of the airaraft vs 
that at Monkey Mountain. Three options of varying 
degrees of aapabiZity a1'~ aonsidered. The fuZZ 
aapaaity option assumes maximum aommand and aontroZ 
aapab£Zity in the airaraft~ d~pZiaating some ground 
funations but by the same token wouZd be a substan
tiaZ baak-up shouZd the ground system faiZ. The 
reduaed aapabiZity option provides a Zesser aommand 
and aontroZ aapabiZity in the airaraft and passes 
onZy seZeated traak data to the ground. A third 
option was aZso examined whiah aonsidered the air
araft as a sensor onZy; i.e.~ an airborne extension 
of th~ground (SEAOR-61) aompZex and aZZ raw data 
aoZZeated in the airaraft wouZd be passed to the 
ground withOut proaessing. This approaah was 
r~jeated sinae it wouZd inundate the ground system 
with data exaeeding its traak handZing aapabiZity." 

Whatever the alternative lines of development for the task force were, 

. \ 

, . " r 

",I 

',' ! 

:;/ 

;; i 

I 
~ I 

the final contribution to be made was an important one. The vital role to, 

be p1 ayed by COLLEGE EYE as 'a result of the proposed SEAOR-62 modifi cati ons 

was clearly described on 17 February 1968 in a memorandum to the 7AF Director 
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of Combat Operations. The emphasis was clearly on centralization and 

automation in an effort to attain a near real-time capability at the Tacti

cal Air Control Center at t10nkey Mountain (t·10TEL), near Da Nang AB, and at 
32/ 

the Seventh Air Force Command Center. The memorandum read, in part:--

" ..• SEAOR-62 provides for the digital. interfaae of the 
COLLEGE EYE airaraft with Motel. (the BUIC aonsoZes). 
This wiZZ resuZt in the aatuaZ .traaks_of_Qu~iI!C12a--fJ;,--______ _ 
being refZeated in the-cons~~~~rather than projeated 
traaks based upon where the frag said the fZights were 
going to be. Our MIG warnings that are given reZative 
to the forae aannot be meaningful. to Motel. and the 7AF 
CC until. this is aaaompZished. The importanae of this 
provision to TAF aannot be overemphasized." 

Nevertheless, the value of retaining an autonomous capability on the 
33/ 

part of the task force's aircraft was supported in a message from CINCPACAr: 

fl ••• Retention of improved aontroZ and surveiZZanae 
aapabiUty aboard AW airaraft wiZZ increase overaZZ 
system aapabiZity~ provide operational. fZexibiZity 
and pe~it autonomous operation so neaessary in fast 
deveZoping taatiaaZ situati.ons." 

The need for an autonomous capability was further emphasized in a note, dated 

21 April1967, to Seventh Air Force (DO) from Gen. William W. Momyer, 7AF 

Commander, which stated, "We need to spell the concept very clear for the 

C-12l to be able to direct the air battle on the scene. Can't do this at 
34/ " _ 

.... - MOTEL ".-- However, the degree of autonomy to be rna i nta i ned by the EC- 121 D , 

relative to ground-based facilities, remained a difficult question until 

after 30 June 1968, and General Momyer's overall objective remained as stated 
35/ 

on 1 May 1968:--
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"It has long been my" desire to centralize air 
resources, management, tasking, and decision
making at my Command Center. This will soon be 
a reality with the assistance of aUtomated 
systems which will permit me and my staff to 
selectively monitor aU air operations., .. " 

.-', .;, 

The installation of the AN/GPA-122, an IFF/SIF Interrogator System. 

used by ground-based radar, was an equipment modification which clearly 

~ 

took place uDder SEAOR-62. The equipment proved itself an effective comple": 

ment to the QRC-248 discussed before, The AN/GPA-122 was an automatic de-

coding device which significantly increased the canability of the task force ~l 

EC-121D to flight-follow friendly aircraft, Apart from the cap~city of the 

device to decode six tracks and to selectively stretch one return for 

identification, the advantages of this new equipment over the old were 

described by Capt. Richard t1. Williams, Communications-Electronics Officer 
, ~ 

for the task force: 

"The GPA'-122 avoided the multiple track saturation 
problem which would be associated 'with the APX-49 in 
the passive mode as well as adding a complete new 
dimension to SIP decode -that of the active readout 
system. In active, the code of a partiCUlar aircraft 
is identified, whereas in the passive system the code 
must first be known and set into the equipment. Using 
an example to show the significance of this, let us 
assume that a Navy aircraft was involved in a border' 
penetration. with the APX-49 we would be unable to 
identify the aircraft since we are not provided. with 
information about Navy strikes or Mode settings. with 
the active SIP readout, his Mode II could be identified 
for later correJation to a specific strike flight." 

Action to amend SEAOR-62 to include the installation of the AN/GPA-122 

on COLLEGE EYE airframes was initiated by Seventh Air Force in early May 1967 • 

. 
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This action was expedited as a crash modification and included the diversion 
37/ 

to the task force of AN/GPA-122 systems scheduled for ground installation-. 

In spite of this extra effort the installation of the AN/GPA-122, ostensibly 

a crash program, took II •• ,eight months to materiali ze after (the) requjre-
38/ 

ment was indorsed personally by CINCPACAF II
• -- On 29 January 1968, an EC-121D 

partially modified for the GPA-122 arrived ~t Korat RTAFB. By 15 June 1968, 

enough equipment was available to provide each mission aircraft with this 
. .. 39/ 

improved flight-following capability.-

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the overall SEAOR effort to improve 

the capabilities of the task force, was not within the purview' of this study. 

However, it appeare'd that' there were certain di ffi cul ti es with the SEAOR 

approach to the improvement of COLLEGE EYE capabilities. These difficulties 

we~e wide-ranging and in~luded equipment interface problems, the expediting 

of funding action, and slippages in the testing and development of the first 
40/ 

of 20 prototype EC-121Ds which were to be developed under SEAOR-62.- From 

the task force's point-of-view, SEAOR usefulness was limited. The task force 
41/ 

commander, stated:--

"We are not experts on the SEAOR system. However~ it 
is my judgment that the SEAOR system has not resuZted 
in heZping the task force materiaZZy. SEAOR-62 for 
instance~ was written~ I understand~ approximateZy 
two years ago and we don't have the first aircraft yet. 
So I wouZd say that this system is not responsive to 
rapid needs. We have had more· gratifying resuUs 
through our own effort to reach the 7th Ail' Force~ PACAF~ 
ADC~ and USAF staff~ and impress them with our need for 
certain equipment and by giving them some idea of the 
urgency of the requirement. We have done this and we 
have received much~ much quicker and more effective 
resuZts from the direct approach rather than the SEAOR 
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approach. ~his is our own experience and it is very 
limited. /I . - .,' .. 

Apart from the SEAOR approach itself, and its attendant difficulties or 

advantages, there was a difference in how the various equipment modifications 

were being viewed. The task force regarded itself as eventually realizing 

" ••• a sophisticated real-time autonompus command and control capability for 
42/ 

both offensive and defensive employment."- Headquarters, Seventh Air 

Force personnel, on the other hand, were looking ahead' to a newer and faster 

aircraft which would contain a wider range of capabilities, such as that 

envisioned by SEAOR-53 (Tactical Airborne Fusion System). However, this 
43/ 

proposed development would not be brought about for at least two years.-

In the meantime, the COLLEGE EYE capabilities remained an important and 

necessary resource. 

RIVET GY~1 

RIVET GYM was the code name for the most recent, and one of the most 

important additions to the task force's capabilities. The equipment was 

. : 

:, ~ 

, 1 

requested for the task force as a result of experience with the single proto- ; I 

type aircraft, RIVET TOP, which showed that in combination with the QRC-248. 

it greatly increased the capability to monitor tlIG aircraft. The modifica

tion included four USAF Security Service (USAFSS) positions and provided 
44/ 

extremely valuable information for offensive anti-MIG employment.--

The.initial test flight of task force aircraft with the RIVET GYM 

configuration was made OVer the Gulf of Tonkin on 10 May 1968. On 12 May. 
45/ 

1968, a similar test flight was flown over Laos.-- By 30 June 1968, 
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46/ 
the task force possessed six RIVET GVr1 modified aircraft.- The RIVET GYM 

modification, together with the QRC-248, provided the most important 

operational anti-MIG capability in Southeast Asia in mid-1968, a capability 
47/ 

shared with RIVET TOP~ 
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CHAPTER II I 

ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS 

The organization of the task force and its command relationships 

remained essentially the same throughout its history. The task force's parent 

organization, the 552d Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing ~EW&C Wg) of 

the Air Defense Command. McClellan AFB, California, had command responsibility' 

for the task force and operational control of its travel to and from the ~j 

theater. 

Throughout the existence of the task force, the crews and aircraft were 

on a TDY status f~om the 552d AEW&C Wing. Operation and maintenance of the 

aircraft and its equipment were performed by the task force's own TDY person-

'. ! 

~,l 

.' ! 

'i I 

:d 
nel. Responsibilities of the 552d AEW&C Wing, therefore, were extensive. • I 

They included: providing TDY personnel; training of crews; maintenance of 

the aircraft .and its equipment; and the ferrying of men, equipment"and air

craft in support, of the task force's total mission requirements. 

The 2d Air Division, and after its redesignation on 1 April 1966, Seventh 

Air Force, maintain~d operational control of the task force within the theater. 

The office within Hq 7AF, which exercised this control was the Directorate of 

Combat Operations (DOC), and, more specifically, the Command and Control 

D i vis i on ( DOCC ) . 

Various offices within Hq 7AF were involved with monitoring diffe'rent 

phases of the task force's activities. These offices included: Group 

Environment Division within the Directorate of Operations and Training (DOOG), 
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the office responsible foc.combat operations planning for the task force, a 
, .- 1/ 

responsibility held by Directorate of Plans (DPLP) before July 1967;-

Special Assistant/Electronic Warfare (DOE), the office which monitored 

certain equipment modifications after September 1967, especially the. QRC-248 
2/ 

and the RIVET GYM modifications;- and Directorate of Requirements (DPLR), 

which served as the monitor of plan~ing for modifications t6 task force 

equipment, particulariy as developed under the Southeast· Asia Operational 
3/ 

Requirement (SEAOR) program.-

There was no question about the task force being under the operational 

control of the DOC. It was more difficult to determine, however, for the 

full period of this report, the primary point of coordination and responsi

bility in Hq 7AF for COLLEGE EYE activities, as they were being monitored by 

various offices. This was apparently due in part to the functional staff 

organization of the headquarters. This organizational structure, plus the 

TOY status of the task force, necessarily made it difficult, if not impossible, 

to isolate a point of primary coordination. Nevertheless, this was of im

portance, at least to the task force, because its day-to-day business,as 

well as long-range planning,was facilitated when contacts and responsibilities 

. were clearly delineated. Colonel Davidson,' Task Force Commander, described 
4/ 

the situation from the task force's point of view when he said:-
.~ 

"Without any aroitiaism whatevero of 7th Airo Foroae 
Staff I would have to say that it has been some
what hazy.. We~ as a unique organization in SEA~ 
aroe somewhat differoent from othero oroganizations. 
Theroe is not a groeat deaZ of knowZedge on the 
parot of individual staff people at any headquarters 
aonaeroning the employment of EC-121D type airoaroaft. 
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Also contributing to this haziness is the fact that 
neVer have we been clearly placed in the 7th Air 
Force Organization. It is generally agreed that we 

. are under the operational control of the Director of 
Combat Operations at 7th Air Force but~ subordinate 
to the Director of Combat Operation8~ there is no one 
within any of the branches or divisions which is 
clearly, in my judgment~ the OPR for COLLEGE EYE. 
On occasions we thought that this was so~ but with 
the turnover of personnel we found that it was not 
so. The point of primary coordination at 7th Air 
Force has varied with time~ the situation~ and the 
individuals assigned to 7th Air -Force . . An example 
of this with respect to the commander of the task 
force may be found in the varying practice of 
writing Zetters of evaluation on the TDY perfo~ance 
of the task force commander's duties. Letters of 
evaluation have been written on one. commander and 
at least one staff officerJ but this has been done 

. on an individual basis rather than being formalized. 

. We have worked with people in TACCJ DOCJ DOE~ ana 
in many others. As best as I can determine~ we 
work direatZy for General Sweat (DOC) J but below 
that it has been somewhat hazy. However~ they have 
been very cooperative and we have had a very harmo
nious~ although hazYJ reZationship." 

-
The' task force was only one of many responsibilities of Hq 7AF, and the 

interests of the task force were necessarily viewed by the headquarters in 

a larger perspective. It was also true that a pOint of primary coordination 

and responsibility w~s being developed in the spring of 1968, with the 

transfer of some aspects of functional responsibility from DOOG_to DOCC. 

This was an expansion of what had been largely an operational control respon-
5/ 

sibility on the part of DOCC.- As previously noted, the TDYstatus of the 

task force since April 1965 also contributed to the uniqueness of the organt

zatipn's situation. With its chain of command going back to the 552d 

AEW&C Wing, Fourth Air'Force, ·~nd ADC (Fig. 6 ), difficulties in coordination 

were perhaps necessarily magnified, or at least were different from those of 
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the PCS organizations in SEA. 

The proposal by thirteenth Air Force on 16 January 1968 to consolidate 

the main support base and the forward operating base was based, in part, on 

the- be 1 i ef that if the tas k force became a PCS organi za ti on, II ••• th'i s 
§j 

would provide better organizational command and control channels ll • Although 

this was a possibility, there were nevertheless distinct advantages to be 

derived from the task force's TOY status. The advantages were built around 

the effort 1I ••• to provide a maximum service with a very minimum of resources" 
7/ 

in the theater".-

Men, equipment, and resources in the theater were kept to a minimum 

through various devices, most"of them centering on the use of resources of 

the 552d AEW&C Wing at McClellan AFB, California. These included: (1) 

meeting all training requirements, including flight and basic military train

ing in the United States; (2) using the Wing's resources in airframes, main

teflilnce, and aircrews, as built up by the Wing in flying the EC-12l more than 

a million hours during a period of 15 years; (3) having all leaves taken in 
8/ 

the United States; and (4) repeated tours in Southeast Asia.~ Apart from 

providing continuity in the number of personnel having working contact with 

the task force, these measures also provided a means of maintaining flexibili

ty, in that there would theoretically be a minimum of difficulty in redeploy

ment"to future areas of crisis in the world. 

COMBAT LIGHTNING 

In the summer of 1966, the Air Force Chief of Staff directed that dynamic 
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and aggressive action be taken to provide the required monitoring and control 

of USAF forces operating over North Vietnam. From the point of initial 

planning in c?mpliance with this directive, task force capabilities were an 

important consideration. In fact, the SEAOR~62 improvements discussed in 

Chapter II were justified, in part, by Seventh Air Force in terms of their 
9/ 

contribution to the plan for providing increased monitoring and control.-

The plan~ Project COMBAT LIGHTNING (Appendix III and Fig. 7), was origin

ally developed to establ,ish a corrmand and control facility, which was identi

fied as the Tactical Air Control Center, North Sector (TACC/NS). Located at 

Monkey Mountain, near Da Nang AB, as stated previously" the call sign of the 

TACC/NS was MOTEL. _ With implementation of this plan on 1 November 1966, the 

task force's responsibility was to provide data to the TACC/NS communications 
10/ 

and display system.--

.~. 

, ".\ 
, : 

. ~ j 

In a briefing given on 13 December 1966, Brig. Gen. Joseph J. Kruzel, Hq «! 

PACAF, DCS/Operations,described COMBAT LIGHTNING as a plan " •.• for the ./ 

tactical control and airspace management system designed to correlate, direct, 
11/ 

and monitor tactical air operations involv'ing North Vietnam."-- This encom-

passed the issuing of border,warnings, SAM and MIG warnings, fI,dvising air-
~. J 

- I 
craft 'of current enemy defenses and coordi nati ng overall ai r operati ons in.! 

North Vietnam. The proposed system included automated data processing and , i 

display equipments obtained from the ADC BUICK program, located at t10nkey 

Mountain and Udorn RTAFB. At that time, it was envi si oned that the task force ' : 

aircraft would provide radar inputs to the sites at Udorn and Monkey-Mountain 

from three stations: One over Laos, a high station, and a low one over the 
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Gulf of Tonkin. (Fig. 8.) Radio Relay aircraft were to be used as a relay 

platform to allow gro-und facflities to co~unicate directly with tactical air

craft over North Vietnam. There were also to be inputs from other sources, 
-

such as from the Navy Positive Identification Radar Advisory Zone (PIRAZ), 
12/ 

ship in the Gulf of,'Tonkin.-

As the task force developed greater equipment capabilities, particular

ly with the installation of the QRC-248 and the AN/GPA-122 (described in 

Chapter II), there were increasing problems in the interfacing of the new 

equipment with the various subsystems. Nevertheless, in a letter written to 

the Secretary of the Air Force on 1 ~1ay 1968, the Seventh Air Force Commander, 

Gen. William W. t,1omyer, exp'ressed his optimism concerning the completion of 
13/ 

the overall system:---

" ••. Projeat COMBAT LIGHTNING is ,designed to interfaae 
a number of automated subsystems to give me a near 
peaZ-time aOrm/and and aontro 1, aapabi U ty •• • The aomp Zete
system is programmed to be fuZZy 'operational, in approxi
mate Zy one year." 

, There were important changes and additions (Appendix III) in the proposed 

overall system after 1 November 1966. Apart from the inputs and relation

ships excluded from Figure 7, such as IRON HORSE, YOGI BEAR, and the automated 

transmJ§..s i on of data to Tan Son Nhut AB (Fi g. 9), the pos i ti on of COLLEGE EYE 

in ,the proposed automated system as a source of input data for the TACC/NS 

stations remained as illustrated throughout the period of the report. 
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